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ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS

BRANCALONIA RPG: CONDOTTIEROS SCREEN

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 258.....................................$3.99

ALDERAC ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
TEN

TEN is an exciting push-your-luck and auction game
for the whole family! Players draw cards one-ata-time, trying to add as many as they can without
exceeding a total value of TEN, or they bust! Players
may push their luck to draw more cards and use
currency to buy additional cards in their attempt to
build the longest number sequence in each color.
When valuable wildcards emerge from the deck,
players compete in auctions to obtain them in order
to fill gaps in their sequences!
AEG 7100..................................................... $19.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

ACHERON GAMES

Brancalonia RPG is the ‘Spaghetti Fantasy’
setting for the 5th Edition of the most famous
role-playing game of all time. Set in a
‘back-to-front’ version of Medieval Italy, this
unheroic, picaresque and roguish world
quotes, collects, and mixes references from
contemporary Italian fiction and over a
hundred works of Italian fantasy tradition,
pop culture, and collective imagery, such
as Collodi’s Pinocchio, Dante’s Divine
Comedy, Spaghetti Western and other
classic Italian movies, or video games set in
the Bel Paese. The Brancalonia RPG Setting
Book consists of 192 richly illustrated
full-color pages, with maps, characters,
antagonists, monsters, and other images
evocative of the Kingdom. Scheduled to
ship in May 2021.
AGS GEBR001	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$49.00

WHIRLING WITCHCRAFT

Being a witch is all about wielding
powerful magical ingredients. But be
careful, one witch can only wield so much
power before everything blows up in their
face. Choose your recipes wisely to clear
your workbench and fill your cauldron.
The first player to overflow their nemesis
with enough ingredients wins!
AEG 7097..................................$39.99

BRANCALONIA RPG: MACARONICON

Macaronicon is the first expansion manual for
Brancalonia RPG, a richly-illustrated hardcover
volume that collects all additional material
unlocked during the Kickstarter campaign.
This volume contains all game material
and additional information to make your
adventures in the Kingdom even more accurate
and in-depth. Players will find new options for
Kingdom Rogues. The volume introduces new
equipment of all kinds as well as an incredible
number of new spells and invocations to the
Saints. Players can find a series of insights
into many dubious or mysterious aspects of
Brancalonia. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
AGS GEBR002..................................$49.00

ALEX LU
DOG’S BOND

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

BRANCALONIA RPG
SETTING BOOK

GAMES

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #258

The Condottiero’s Screen is the essential game accessory for Brancalonia RPG, a
roleplaying game with a ‘Spaghetti Fantasy’ setting which mixes Italian culture and
fiction with fantasy tradition and pop culture. The luxurious screen for the Condottiero of
Brancalonia is realized in full color cardboard, witih three horizontal facades with the full
color print on both sides. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
AGS GEBR003	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.00

Dog’s Bond is an engaging board
game that also brings ‘pawsitive’
change to conversations about rescue
and adoption. Dog’s Bond infuses the
rescue journey with play, whimsy, joy
and hope. As rescue dogs, players
collect the sets of attributes they
need to find their way to one of six
available forever homes. This 2-6
player game asks players to make
their best choices based on the ‘paw’
they are dealt, offering a wide variety of choices and combinations that change every game
JUN
to provide gameplay based on both strategy and luck! Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
ALU DB001	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99 2021
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ARCANE TINMEN

DRAGON SHIELD

CARD CODEX - HARRY POTTER
WIZARDING WORLD - HOGWARTS

SNOW & TUNDRA

TAP GM3004..............................$12.99

WILDERNESS & WOODLAND

TAP GM3003..............................$12.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

ATM 38005.................................$36.99

ASYNCRON
THE ARMY PAINTER
BRUSHED ART - HARRY POTTER
WIZARDING WORLD
GRYFFINDOR (100)

ATM 16025.................................$14.99

GAMEMASTER:
TERRAIN SEALER

FIEF FRANCE

FIEF France is a game of dynastic ambition
in which players assume the roles of
French nobles during the Middle Ages
and they strive to become a ruling force
in the kingdom. In turn, they acquire Royal
and Ecclesiastical titles whichi give their
families influence to elect the next Pope
and King, strengthening their positions by
negotiating marriage alliances! Scheduled
to ship in May 2021.
AGS FF767.................................$80.00

MATT SEALER

TAP GM3006..............................$12.99

BRUSHED ART - HARRY
POTTER WIZARDING WORLD HUFFLEPUFF (100)

BANDAI CO.

GAMEMASTER:
TERRAIN PRIMER
DIGIMON TCG: DOUBLE
DIAMOND BOOSTER
DISPLAY (24) (BT06)

ATM 16027................................$14.99

DESERT & ARID WASTES

TAP GM3005..............................$12.99

BRUSHED ART - HARRY
POTTER WIZARDING WORLD RAVENCLAW (100)

Set 6 includes Royal Knights making
their Digimon Card Game debut!
Agumon (Bond of Friendship) and
Gabumon (Bond of Friendship)
from the unforgettable conclusion
of the Digimon Adventure: Last
Evolution Kizuna anime are here
too! A new gameplay effect using
the Memory Gauge joins the game!
This effect can be used by paying
the gauge costs at the start of
your turn! A simple but useful effect that will fit in perfectly with the current Digimon
gameplay! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2588562	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

ATM 16026.................................$14.99

DUNGEON & SUBTERRAIN

TAP GM3001..............................$12.99

DIGIMON TCG: GALLANTMON STARTER
DECK DISPLAY (6) (ST-7)
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Improved starter decks now feature 4 halo texture
starter cards, 2 metallic Memory Gauges, and 6 SR holo
campaign cards! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2590720........................................................PI

BRUSHED ART - HARRY POTTER
WIZARDING WORLD SLYTHERIN (100)

ATM 16028.................................$14.99

RUINS & CLIFFS

TAP GM3002..............................$12.99

Improved starter decks now feature 4
halo texture starter cards, 2 metallic
Memory Gauges, and 6 SR holo
campaign cards! NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2590721............................... PI

DRAGON BALL SUPER:
PREMIUM PACK SET 6
DISPLAY (8) (PP06)

Contains 4 Boost Booster Packs
(UW06) and 2 Limited Promo Cards
(same card). NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
BAN 2588561............................... PI

Saiyans gather from across the series to fight each
other! Hero Saiyans take on Villain Saiyans for an
unmissable character lineup that any Dragon Ball
fan will love. These Saiyan cards will also reinforce
the previous sets cards and help players power
up their decks! An iconic theme recognizable by
newcomers, competitive players, and collectors!
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2588559................................................ PI

BEZIER GAMES

In
Ultimate
Werewolf
Extreme, 3-25 players will
use their wits to deceive
and uncover deception
by fellow players as they
attempt to discover who
among them is a werewolf.
Like traditional werewolf
games, Ultimate Werewolf
Extreme has all sorts of roles
and a moderator to run the
game, but most importantly,
the game is integrated with
a new app that makes
moderating easier than ever before. No more writing down all of the roles and who is
assigned to them, or trying to remember some of the complex interactions that happen
when using multiple special abilities. This app is not needed to play, but it will make
moderating a breeze with a timer, turn order, and loads of special features!
BEZ UWEX	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$24.95

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DRAGON BALL SUPER:
UNISON WARRIORS - SET 6 BOOST
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24) (B15)

ULTIMATE WEREWOLF:
EXTREME

GAMES

DIGIMON TCG: ULFORCE
VEEDRAMON STARTER DECK
DISPLAY (6) (ST-8)
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PIPELINE: EMERGING
MARKETS EXPANSION

BROTHERWISE GAMES

The success of your company is opening up
new markets full of opportunities! With your
expertise and logistical innovations over the
last 3 years, the refinement requirements
of this new era are even more demanding.
With the emergence of new markets, new
technologies and innovations have become
available for your business to utilize.
Additionally, these emerging markets have
brought about new ways of evaluating your
business. Will you take advantage of the
new ways to exploit the markets or will your
business fall to ruin in this everchanging
world? Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
CSG PIPE41.................................... $29.95

THE DRAGON PRINCE:
BATTLECHARGED

GAMES

Fight for the future of Xadia in The Dragon
Prince: Battlecharged from Brotherwise
Games! This fast-paced tactical miniatures
game is set in the world of Wonderstorms
Emmy Award-winning Netflix original
series. For every fan of this epic series,
and anyone who loves great tabletop
games, Battlecharged is a must-play!
BGM 269....................................$39.95

CAPSTONE GAMES
CARDLORDS
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During the medieval goings-on around
Orleans, you must assemble a following
of farmers, merchants, knights, monks,
etc. to gain supremacy through trade,
construction and science in medieval
France. In the city of Orleans and the
area of the Loire, you can take trade
trips to other cities to acquire coveted
goods and build trading posts. You need
followers and their abilities to expand
your dominance by putting them to work
as traders, builders, and scientists. In
Orleans, you will always want to take
more actions than possible, and there are
many paths to victory. The challenge is to
combine all elements as best as possible
with regard to your strategy. Scheduled to
ship in October 2021.
CSG ORL101..............................$59.95

LUCKY LUAU

Lucky Luau is a flower matching, lei
making game with simple turns but tricky
decisions. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
CDR 007.....................................$19.99

CATALYST GAME LABS

ORLEANS: INVASION EXPANSION

Orleans: Invasion, the first large expansion for
the award-winning game Orleans, contains six
scenarios designed by Reiner Stockhausen and Inka
& Markus Brand. It also includes a new set of Place
Tiles that can be used with or without any of the
scenarios. Scheduled to ship in October 2021.
CSG ORL201......................................... $49.95

ORLEANS: TRADE & INTRIGUE EXPANSION

Orleans: Trade & Intrigue is the second large
expansion for the award-winning game Orleans.
This expansion adds new place tiles and four
new modules: Orders - a new set of cards, each
depicting goods and a city. Collect the goods and
turn them in at the city for victory points. New Events
- a completely new set of 34 Hour Glass Tiles from
which 18 are semi-randomly chosen for each game.
New Beneficial Deeds - a replacement Beneficial
Deeds board providing completely new rewards
for sending away your Followers. Intrigue - a
replacement Beneficial Deeds board allowing you to
attack and hinder your opponents or even steal from
them. Scheduled to ship in October 2021.
CSG ORL301............................................. $24.95

BATTLETECH: CAMPAIGN
OPERATIONS (2021)
BATTLETECH:
BATTLE OF TUKAYYID

The Battle of Tukayyid brings players
back to this gargantuan conflict,
allowing them to relive one of
BattleTech’s most pivotal moments. It
builds off of the Chaos Campaign:
This Chaos Campaign puts you as the
hero - Aidan Pryde, Anastatius Focht,
and others - of the battle. Do you have
what it takes to lead the Smoke Jaguars
to victory, or will you repeat the failure
of the Diamond Sharks? Or can you
find a way to defeat the indomitable
Clan Wolf? You will decide.
CAT 35410........................... $39.99

BATTLETECH: STRATEGIC
OPERATIONS - ADVANCED
AEROSPACE RULES (2021)

Take your warfare to a whole new level
of excitement by deploying new forces
and surprising your enemy with cutting
edge, prototype technologies! Tactical
Operations: Advanced Units & Equipment
is the one-source reference for advanced
units types and advanced technologies. It
includes an extensive Advanced Weapons
and Equipment section, and the rules
for playing and constructing advanced
Support Vehicles and Mobile Structures.
Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
CAT 35007V...............................$39.99

Campaign Operations allows players to
marshal their forces and fight any battle across
the Inner Sphere with complete rules for force
construction and campaign play. Scheduled to
ship in May 2021.
CAT 35004V.....................................$39.99

CHX 96665......................................... PI

The Big Ten megacorporations are central
pieces of Shadowruns Sixth World setting,
and keeping up-to-date on them is
important for players and gamemasters
alike. New chaos is always threatening
to engulf the corps, and the departure
of Ares from the UCAS and the death
of Spinrad Global head Johnny Spinrad
has that chaos rising. Power Plays looks
at each of the Big Ten, along with some
important AA corps, while also providing
plot hooks for gamemasters and character
options for players. If youre involved in
the Sixth World in any way, you need this
book. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
CAT 28451.................................$39.99

BATTLEMAT: 1” REVERSIBLE
PLAYING SURFACES
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.

BLACK-GREY HEXES
(23.5” x 26”)

CHX 96680......................................... PI

BLACK-GREY SQUARES
(23.5” x 26”)

CHX 96480......................................... PI

BLUE-GREEN SQUARES
(23.5” x 26”)

CHX 96465......................................... PI

MEGAMAT: 1” REVERSIBLE
PLAYING SURFACES
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.

BLACK-GREY HEXES
(34.5” x 48”)

CHX 97680......................................... PI
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CHESSEX
MANUFACTURING

GAMES

SHADOWRUN RPG: POWER PLAYS

BLUE-GREEN HEXES
(23.5” x 26”)

BLACK-GREY SQUARES
(34.5” x 48”)

CHX 97480......................................... PI
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CORVUS BELLI

INFINITY

FANTASTIC FACTORIES: PLAYMATS

O-12 SHONA CARANO,
ARISTEIA! SWORDMASTER
(SUBMACHINE GUN)

GAMES

BLUE-GREEN HEXES
(34.5” x 48”)

Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
CHX 97665......................................... PI

Double sided playmat with solo playmat
on the back! 24” x 14” size with stitched
edging machine washable and long lasting
design! Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
DPW FFXPM................................$14.95

CVB 282013-0875......................$14.99

ARIADNA TANKHUNTERS
(AUTOCANNON)

CVB 281114-0872......................$14.99

EVERYTHING EPIC
DEEP WATER GAMES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

UPZONE: MAP
CUSTOMIZATION PACK

GREEN SQUARES
(34.5” x 48”)

COMBINED ARMY AGENT DUKASH
(MULTI RIFLE)

CVB 281610-0873......................$14.99

CHX 97465......................................... PI

FANTASTIC FACTORIES:
MANUFACTIONS EXPANSION

With the ever-growing manufacturing
industry comes the consolidation of power
and expertise in the form of corporate
factions! Each faction brings a unique
competitive advantage that completely
shifts the way business is done. Which
faction will you align with in order to
establish market dominance? Scheduled to
ship in April 2021.
DPW FFXMF................................$24.95

CIRCOCTEL

FLYING FROG
PRODUCTIONS

HAQQISLAM BASHI BAZOUKS

CVB 281409-0876......................$20.49

FORBIDDEN FORTRESS:
TEMPLE DOGS ENEMY PACK

FFP 07E24...................................$19.95

MAKE MAKE

In Make Make, each person represents
the Chief of one of the clans that inhabit
Rapa Nui. It is a strategy game where
each clan seeks control and dominance of
the island’s territories that will allow them
to perform the ceremonial rites dedicated
to the god Make Make who will act in
his favor to become the new Ariki of the
island that will govern and give prosperity
to the Rapanui people.To win the game,
the five clan’s Tangata Manu tokens must
be placed on the board and Spiritual
Supremacy token must be achieved.
Players must be spiritually ready to receive
the god Make Make who will manifest
once the sun goes down. Scheduled to ship
in September 2021.
CIR MM001.................................$28.00

NA2 CHAKSA LONGARMS

CVB 280753-0871......................$45.49

FANTASTIC FACTORIES:
SUBTERFUGE EXPANSION

The stakes are high and tensions are
running hot! Do whatever you can to get
an edge over your competition, including
some subterfuge… Corporate espionage
or a little sabotage might just be what you
need to take the lead! Scheduled to ship
in April 2021.
DPW FFXSB.................................$14.95
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The map customization pack can open up
your upzone sets with hundreds of more
layout options. The upzone map size
customization pack comes with a variety
of flat boards that allow you to reconfigure
your zone sets into even more sizes, and
give large open areas to combine your own
terrain. Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
EEG UPZMAPPACK......................$34.99

O-12 RAPTOR BOARDING SQUAD

CVB 282012-0874......................$50.49

SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:
VOID SWARMS AND VOID
HIVES ENEMY PACK

FFP 07E26...................................$29.95

GALE FORCE NINE

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
TYRANTS OF THE UNDERDARK
BOARD GAME
(UPDATED EDITION)

GAMES

We’ve brought back the classic 2016
edition of the game and taken it to
the next level with the inclusion of the
Aberrations and Undead expansion so
you can now get the complete Tyrants of
the Underdark experience in one box!
Take your place as a villainous leader of
a drow house and fight for control of the
Underdark. Build your deck throughout
the game to recruit drow, dragons,
cultists, and demon minions, and use
them to assassinate enemy troops or
infiltrate and control your opponents’
strongholds. Choose your strategy carefully, though, for only one house can rule the
Underdark! Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
GF9 74007	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$50.00

GOODMAN GAMES
TALES FROM THE MAGICIAN’S SKULL #6

GREATER THAN GAMES
SENTINELS OF THE MULTIVERSE:
DEFINITIVE EDITION

A mad scientist holds the whole world
hostage with his doomsday device. A
self-aware AI in a massive robotic form
rampages through major cities, bent on
the destruction of all human life. A chaotic
earth spirit uses her control over the natural
elements of the world to threaten all of
humanity! A superpower supremacist leads her army of powerful followers to defeat any
who would oppose her goal of global conquest! Only a few stalwart Heroes stand in the
way of all these Villains and their dastardly plots! Can you defeat the Villains and save
the world? Or will the Villains triumph, forcing the Heroes to regroup and fight another
day? Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
GTG SMDE-CORE	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $59.95

IELLO
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Experience the sword and sorcery adventure that is
Tales From The Magicians Skull #6! Behold! I have
fashioned a magazine like those from fabled days of
yore. It overflows with thrilling adventures. There are
swords, and there is sorcery. There are dark deeds
and daring rescues. There are lands where heroes
fear to tread. Picture this as well maps to wondrous
and terrible places. Electrifying art for every tale.
Guides to bring the terrors within to your own game
table. All I lack are a few paltry shekels. Grant them
to me, and I shall fling open a new portal to a world
of ancient wonders! Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
GMG 4505................................................ $14.99

KHORA

You are the ruler of a resplendent city in
Ancient Greece. It is up to you to develop it
faster and better than your opponents! You
can make many political choices in each
round: Philosophy, Legislation, Culture, Trade,
Military. That will shape the future of your
City! Optimize your dice roll, collect taxes,
send your army colonize foreign lands, unlock
achievements, and make sure your City will
shine throughout the whole of Greece! An
intense and deep civilisation game!
IEL 51751...................................... $54.99
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INDIE BOARDS & CARDS

SOUTHLANDS:
PLAYER’S GUIDE (5E)

GAMES

In this companion volume to the Southlands
Worldbook for 5E, players will find dozens
of rules options to build characters who hail
from this sprawling continent or embark upon
adventures set there. From racial traits for catfolk,
gnolls, jinnborn, minotaurs, lizardfolk, trollkin,
and more; to magic options including hieroglyphs
and lotus blossoms; to class options including
the Circle of the Desert druid, the aeromancer
wizard, the caravan raider rogue, and the
paladins oath of the ancestors; this book is the
definitive source for players who want to bring
their Southlands characters to life. Scheduled to
ship in August 2021.
PZO KOB9078...................................... $19.99

CRACK THE CODE

Crack the Code is a limited communication,
cooperative puzzle game. Players form a
hacker team trying to compile a piece of
code before their program is terminated
when they run out of moves. Players can
see the marbles in their own tray. Using
different action cards, the team can
rearrange the marbles to compile the
sequence in time! Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
IBC CGC01.................................$29.99

QUEST

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

In Quest, all will show their true colors as
Good and Evil struggle for the future of
civilization. Hidden amongst King Arthur’s
loyal servants are Mordred’s unscrupulous
minions. Players are secretly dealt roles
that determine if their allegiance is to
Good or to Evil. Then, players debate,
reason, and lie as they decide who to send
on Quests - knowing that if just one minion
of Mordred joins, the Quest could fail.
IBC QUE1....................................$19.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

INSIDE UP GAMES

CITY BUILDER: ANCIENT WORLD

City Builder: Ancient World is a tile-laying
game for 1-4 players, which can be played
competitively, cooperatively or solo. Players are
magistrates sent to a newly conquered province
to build cities and help spread Roman influence
in the area. By employing clever planning, they
must grow their cities to meet the demands of
incoming settlers, as well as build imposing
Monuments to please their emperor. Scheduled
to ship in June 2021.
IUG 009............................................. $49.00

YU-GI-OH! TCG: 2021 TIN OF ANCIENT BATTLES

The second piece of an ancient legend stands before you! The 2021 Tin of Ancient
Battles builds (literally!) on the foundation of the 2020 Tin of Lost Memories, featuring
the middle section of the mysterious Pharaonic tablet discovered in Egypt! The eternal
clash between the spirits of the Dark Magician and the Blue-Eyes White Dragon are
immortalized in this carving, along with 3 brand-new World Premiere cards to give
these monsters a new power boost.
KON 85420	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$19.99

KOBOLD PRESS

CITY OF CATS (5E)

In this companion volume to the
Southlands Worldbook for 5E, players will
find two adventures set in this continents
storied City of Cats, where a mercurial
feline goddess walks among her chosen
people. Included in this volume are fanfavorite adventures Cat and Mouse and
Grimalkin, both by celebrated author
JUN Richard Pett and fully compatible with the
2021
5th Edition of the worlds oldest roleplaying
game. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
10
PZO KOB9061............................$39.99

SOUTHLANDS: WORLDBOOK
HARDCOVER (5E)

In the Southlands, the world is alive with
elemental power and wondrous magic,
ancient god-kings walk among the
living, and empires at their height echo
the mystery and majesty of the past. This
campaign setting for the 5th Edition of the
worlds first RPG is ripe with possibilities
for adventure in ancient tombs, enormous
jungles, and searing deserts, where swiftflying sand ships dart between distant
cities. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
PZO KOB9054............................$49.99

YU-GI-OH! TCG: CYBER STRIKE
STRUCTURE DECK DISPLAY (8)

Master the forbidden Fusion arts that
combine fierce Dragon and Machine
monsters with Structure Deck: Cyber
Strike! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 85406.......................... $79.92

YU-GI-OH! TCG:
DAWN OF MAJESTY
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)

Stardust Dragon takes flight once more
in Dawn of Majesty! This Fall’s 100card core booster set transforms Yusei’s
signature Synchro Monster, hosts a
gathering of Gizmeks, introduces a
new Insect World Premiere theme,
and more! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 85350.......................... $95.76

YU-GI-OH! TCG: LEGENDARY
DUELISTS - SYNCHRO STORM
BOOSTER DISPLAY (36)

GAMES

The winds of victory are swift and
sure! Legendary Duelists: Synchro
Storm powers up three strategies
used by Duelists that specialize in
WIND monsters! First, appearing in
Yu-Gi-Oh! ARC-V, Yugo’s Speedroid
monsters excel at quick, consecutive
Synchro Summons! Start off with
Summoning his signature monster,
Clear Wing Synchro Dragon, then use
the rest of your Speedroids to upgrade
it into more advanced forms like
Crystal Wing Synchro Dragon or even
a brand-new WIND Synchro Dragon! Originally released as videogame promotional
cards, Sherry LeBlanc’s strategy is resurrected and revolutionized in Legendary
Duelists: Synchro Storm! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85374	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$71.64

LOONEY LABS

WONDERLAND FLUXX

LUDICREATIONS

SO, YOU’VE BEEN EATEN
OPERATION: KINDERGARTEN

In the grim world of kindergarten, where
juice is the fuel of chaos, where the
playground is the ultimate arena, where
the struggle against tantrums is real, the
teachers, the guardians of order remain
ever faithful, ready to jump in and take the
ball away, if they have to. In Operation:
Kindergarten, the players are teachers
that are trying to keep children safe, and
return them to their classrooms - and they
will not stop at anything to do so, including
disrupting their fellow teachers’ routines.
LDR 158000................................$30.00

Don’t worry, this is simply an occupational
hazard. In So, You’ve Been Eaten, a Miner
collects crytals from inside the stomach
of a giant space Beast. The Beast digest
the Miner, using Bacteria and Immune
Responses. It includes an asymmetric
2-player experience and two different
solo modes, as well as a 0-player mode,
where the game’s Artificial Intelligences
play each other. Scheduled to ship in
October 2021.
LDR 2123000..............................$35.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

What’s more topsy-turvy than
Fluxx? Wonderland Fluxx! Go
down the Rabbit Hole with Looney
Labs in their latest literary send-up.
Join Alice as she has tea with the
Mad Hatter, gets directions from
the Cheshire Cat, tries to reason
with Tweedle Dee and Tweedle
Dum, and grows and shrinks
alarmingly. You may even need to
slay a Jabberwock to win at this
even curiouser version of Fluxx.
Scheduled to ship in October 2021.
LOO 115	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$16.00
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LYNNVANDER STUDIOS

MODIPHIUS

FALLOUT: WASTELAND
WARFARE
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.

ORC RIPPER HULK

GAMES

MGE MGARO401.......................$29.99

GOTHIC MANOR

MGE MGTC175...........................$79.99

GEMINI GAUNTLET

Welcome to the most dangerous and
exciting racing league in the known
universe: the Gemini Gauntlet! As a one
of ten diverse race teams from across the
galaxy, each player controls a unique ship
with two crew members. Every round,
players simultaneously program their flight
path. They must navigate an ever-changing
course, avoid collisions with asteroids, and
outmaneuver their rivals to be the first to
cross the finish line! Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
LYN GEMI01...............................$54.99

NEW VEGAS RULE EXPANSION

GRAVEYARD

MGE MGTC179...........................$29.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

MANTIC
ENTERTAINMENT

ARMADA

Scheduled to ship in May 2021.

LEAGUE OF INFAMY

Fed up of playing as the heroes? Bored of
always doing the right thing? Want to take
part in some devious dungeon delving?
League of Infamy is the occasionally
cooperative dungeon crawler for up to 5
players, where it pays to commit dastardly
deeds and partake in foul thievery often
against your own party! Scheduled to ship
in May 2021.
MGE MGLE101...........................$99.99

TERRAINCRATE

SERVANT’S QUARTERS

MGE MGTC176...........................$29.99

MATAGOT

Scheduled to ship in May 2021.

BASILEAN DICTATOR

MGE MGARB401........................$29.99

CORE RULE BOOK

In 2077, the storm of nuclear war reduced
most of the planet was reduced to cinders.
From the ashes of nuclear devastation, a
new civilization would struggle to arise.
A civilization you will shape. Welcome
to the Wasteland. Welcome to the world
of Fallout. This 400-page rulebook sets
the stage for an epic Fallout tabletop
roleplaying experience.
MUH 052191..............................$52.00

BATHROOM & KITCHEN

MGE MGTC177...........................$29.99

MEEPLE CIRCUS:
THE SHOW MUST GO ON

DWARF DREADNOUGHT

MGE MGARD401........................$29.99

GOTHIC GROUNDS

MGE MGTC178...........................$19.99
JUN
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Enter the dangerous world of the Mojave
wasteland, Fight over its future at the
Hoover Dam, and get some R & R on the
lush New Vegas Strip if you can afford
the entry fee! The Mojave wasteland
stretches from New California Territory to
the contested Hoover Dam, containing all
sorts of treasures for the bold and dangers
for the unwary. For those who come out on
tip there is glory or territory to be gained;
the unlucky join the desert sands of feed
the geckos.
MUH 052187..............................$40.00

EMPIRE OF DUST MONOLITH

MGE MGART401.........................$29.99

The new Meeple Circus show is amazing:
dance with Anastasia, acrobatic scenes
with King and Kong, the monkeys, fury
with John and his bike, and the directors
surprises. With these new stars, its up
to you to create the most surprising new
acts! Brand new meeples and surprising
challenges to realize your performance:
immerse yourself in the circus universe
with this exclusive expansion! Scheduled
to ship in June 2021.
MAT SCIR006230........................$20.00

DICE

MUH 052194..............................$20.00

INFINITY RPG

Scheduled to ship in June 2021.

GM’S TOOLKIT

A post-nuclear roleplaying game needs the
best storytellers and support you can get,
and the GM’s Tookit gives you everything
you need to delve into the world of Fallout.
MUH 052193..............................$30.00

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.

The Combined Army is the clenched fist
of the Evolved Intelligence. Made up of
its most brutal and cruel client races, the
Evolved Intelligence turns its monstrous
forces upon those to stubborn or stupid to
aid it in the search for the universes secrets.
The resources of the Combined Army are
terrifyingly diverse, adequate for any task
at hand. The efficient Exrah guide its fleets,
the insidious Shasvastii infiltrate its enemies,
the Morat crush any resistance, and even
more cruel henchmen wait for their masters
orders to rain death on its victims.
MUH 050229..............................$22.99

MUH 052154..............................$23.00

PARADISO PLANET BOOK

FIVE PARSECS FROM HOME:
SOLO RPG

Five Parsecs From Home is a solo
adventure game where your own crew of
humans, robots and aliens take to the stars,
find jobs, get into fights and encounter the
strange things the galaxy has to offer.
Battles are procedurally generated with a
huge array of combinations of enemies,
weapons, battlefield circumstances and
objectives whether fighting rivals or
carrying out jobs. With each encounter
you earn experience and loot, progressing
your crew and story as you send your
crew to look for contacts, trade, explore
the colony, recruit replacements or train up
their skills. The game is playable with any
miniatures you have on hand and requires
only a small number to get started, making
it ideal for both experienced and new
science fiction gamers. Scheduled to ship
in June 2021.
MUH 052345..............................$30.00

Hiding a tragic and terrible past, Paradiso
is home to dark secrets and intrigue. Even
before the NeoColonial Wars, the jungle
planet has been the theatre of brutal
conflict, destined to loom through the
histories of numerous civilisations, human
and alien alike. Never have the stakes
been so high for Paradiso is the grandest
trophy in the Sphere. Not only for the vast
wealth offered by the system itself but with
wormholes connecting to two alien powers,
Paradiso is a Rubicon that if lost would lead
to the Downfall of the Human Sphere.
MUH 050215..............................$22.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

SUPER MUTANTS
MARCUS AND LILY

GAMES

FALLOUT: WASTELAND
WARFARE

COMBINED ARMY SUPPLEMENT

SHADOW AFFAIRS CAMPAIGN

In Shadow Affairs, the brutality of the aliens
invading forces is only matched by the
cynicism of the Human Spheres powers and
hubris, placing the international base of Libra
5 in dire danger. Composed of units from the
best and worst humanity can provide, the
players will have to join this eclectic base and
try to work it into a competent force before
their enemy decides to interfere.
MUH 050211..............................$23.99
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MONTE COOK GAMES
NUMENERA RPG: VERTICES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Welcome, friend. Everything we do, we
do to reach Exaltation. Anything else
is unimportant! We are the children of
Unification, standing together and sailing
through the stars, colonising planets and
bringing their wealth of knowledge to the
less sophisticated. Sharing our knowledge
where possible and destroying those who
would oppose it. Centuries of exploration
and a constant thirst for knowledge have
made the Tohaa the greatest civilisation
in the galaxy, sailing across the galaxy
in vast Errant Fleets searching for life
and knowledge, using their astounding
understanding of biotechnology to touch
and influence native species with enough
potential to help them in their endeavour to
share in the secrets of the universe.
MUH 050228..............................$22.99

14

Whether escorting doctors and refugees
out of Ghezirah, providing close protection
for paranoid executives across Neoterra,
or brutally resolving a miners strike in
Humans Edge, the mercenaries of the
Human Sphere will take your money and
get the job done. Never have mercenaries
been in higher demand thanks to the
political situation in the various theatres of
the Sphere, and both Hypercorps and G5
governments employ the services of these
soldiers for hire. Sometimes in the open,
sometimes undercover, it seems these lords
of war are a necessity in the power games
of the future. But the life of a merc isnt
all bullets, venture onto the War Market
where the cold and pragmatic business of
war has never been so civilized.
MUH 050216..............................$22.99

PTOLUS: CHARACTER PORTFOLIO

The Ptolus Character Portfolio does your character justice. It
records all your character’s abilities, skills, belongings, and
everything else you find on a conventional character sheet.
And at 24 pages, it it also gives you room for notes, sketches,
and details. It’s perfectly sized for plenty of space within, but
without taking up too much space on the gaming table. And
it’s printed in full color on heavy matte paper that takes pencil
and eraser easily. Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
5E COMPATIBLE (5)
MKG 270..........................................................$19.99
CYPHER SYSTEM COMPATIBLE (5)
MKG 283..........................................................$19.99

MR. B GAMES

OSPREY GAMES

RANGERS OF SHADOW DEEP:
CREATURE CARD DECK

Level up your Rangers of Shadow Deep adventures
with 59 creature reference cards, featuring all of the
creatures from the Rulebook, Temple of Madness,
Blood Moon, Incinerator, Ghost Stone, Across the
Waste and Menagerie releases. Each card includes
details of the creature’s Move, Fight, Shoot, Armour,
Will, Health, XP and notes. Also included are 17
blank cards to add your own enemies or to fill in
for future releases. Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
MUH 052280........................................... $21.00

JOURNEY OF THE EMPEROR

MONDO GAMES

STONER PARKING LOT
A GENTLE RAIN

You have come to the lake hoping to see
a rare and beautiful sight. The lilies of
the lake only open their blossoms in the
rain, and only rarely do all eight kinds of
lily bloom at once. The goal of A Gentle
Rain is to place the lake tiles in such a
way to cause all eight types of lilies to
bloom before you run out of tiles and the
rain ends. Place each new tile you draw
next to a tile already in play, making sure
to match the colors of all the tile edges
touching the tile you are placing. Each
time you manage to complete a square
of four touching tiles, a blossom opens
between them. Keep Score, or don’t.
JUN MNG MG-GR001........................$22.00
2021

WAR MARKET THE MERCENARIES SOURCEBOOK

NOT FINAL ART

GAMES

TOHAA SUPPLEMENT

Eight Dangerous Adventure Sites that Connect to
the Datasphere - A maze of steel and crystal blades
summons demons and bladehounds from this world and
worlds beyond. Seven huge boulders float a mile above
the earthlegend says they guard against enemies among
the stars, and indeed cruel, stone-armored creatures
do fall randomly from the sky in this area. A massive
ribcage rises from the earth, a giant weathered skull
resting nearby. Creatures in the area from simple insects
to terrifying abhumans grow to monstrous proportions.
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
MKG 286........................................................$29.99

Stoner Parking Lot is the ultimate compact
card-based grab-n’-go party game, where
3 to 7 buds break into teams and conspire
to sneak out of the metal show for a little
puff-puff-pastime... without alerting the
other players who are looking to gank their
dank. To accomplish this, players must first
collect the essentials: weed, a mixtape,
your trusty bong, a lighter, a six-pack,
and – of course – pizza. Once they’ve
collected all six cards, they’ll communicate
with their partner using only the slyest of
visual signals. If the other team catches on,
they’ll want to join, but no way; you’ve got
to bogart your bud, bud!
MNG MG-SPL001.......................$20.00

In Journey of the Emperor, you take on
the role festival organizers, attempting
to create the best experience for the
Emperor and his guests at the Qingming
Festival. Each group of guests wishes to
travel during the festival and see different
things on their walk along the river from
the castle to the sea. Scheduled to ship in
April 2021.
MIB 1028....................................$25.99

NOISY LLAMA GAMES

DUELING LLAMAS

You and your fellow Llama ranchers will be
dueling it out to be the first player to collect
5 llamas in your herd. But don’t get too
confident! All it takes is one sneaky Ninja
Llama to upset your herd! Scheduled to ship
in August 2021.
NLG DL001.................................$25.00

SIGIL & SHADOW

Set in a mirror of our own world, Sigil &
Shadow is a roleplaying game of urban
fantasy and occult horror in which players
take on the roles of illuminated heroes and
shadowed monsters to face the rising tide
of supernatural forces. Ancient nightmares
lurk behind the closed doors of board
rooms, entities from beyond time prowl the
city streets, forgotten rituals are reborn as
viral memes. Do you take a stand against
the encroaching shadows? Or do you seek
their power for yourself?
OSP 844835...............................$35.00

UNDAUNTED: REINFORCEMENTS OPERATION TORCH EXPANSION

Designed by David Thompson and Trevor Benjamin, and
with illustrations by Roland MacDonald, this modular
expansion for Undaunted: Normandy and Undaunted:
North Africa is packed with new units, rules, and
scenarios that will test even the most skilled tacticians.
OSP 847300...................................................$40.00

PAIZO PUBLISHING

Spoken on the Song Wind is a Pathfinder adventure
for four 4th-level characters by Quinn Murphy.
This adventure continues the Strength of Thousands
Adventure Path, a six-part, monthly campaign
in which the heroes rise from humble students to
influential teachers, and ultimately decide the fate
of the Magaambya. This adventure also presents
several Mwangi folktales, as well as new monsters
and new rules from the Song-Wind City! Scheduled
to ship in August 2021.
PZO 90170............................................... $24.99

Add legions of monstrous foes to your collection
with this massive set of reference cards, featuring
over 300 monsters: every monster from
Pathfinder Bestiary 3! Each 4 x 6 card is printed
on sturdy cardstock and features a beautiful,
full color image of a Bestiary 3 monster on one
side, while the other side provides that monster’s
statistics for quick and easy reference. Scheduled
to ship in August 2021.
PZO 2226	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $59.99

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - HORIZONS OF THE VAST 2 SERPENTS IN THE CRADLE

This adventure continues the Horizons of the
Vast Adventure Path, a six-part, bimonthly
campaign in which the heroes are at the
forefront of exploring and charting a newly
discovered world filled with mystery. This volume also includes a look at the shady Aspis
Consortium, relics of a philosophy of balance and renewal, and a selection of diverse
alien creatures. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
PZO 7241	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $22.99

STARFINDER RPG:
FLIP-TILES - CITY ALIEN
QUARTER EXPANSION

Sometimes adventure takes you
to the alien side of town. Next
time your players are looking for a taste of off-world cuisine and culture while in the big
city, they won’t have to wait while y ou draw every doorway and room. Starfinder Flip-Tiles:
City Alien Quarter Expansion provides beautifully illustrated 6’ x 6’ map tiles that can be
used to expand your city with a neighborhood fit for extraterrestrial habitation! Inside, you’ll
find 24 richly crafted, double-sided map tiles. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
PZO 7508	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99
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PATHFINDER RPG: BESTIARY 3
BATTLE CARDS (P2)

GAMES

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH
- STRENGTH OF THOUSANDS PART 2 SPOKEN ON THE SONG WIND (P2)

STARFINDER RPG:
TECH REVOLUTION HARDCOVER

Command the galaxy’s cutting-edge technologies
so sophisticated that they rival magic itself! Outfit
yourself with the latest and greatest new weapons,
armor, and other gear, from high-power explosives
to alien relics that surpass conventional science.
Or incorporate technologies directly into yourself,
whether youre installing advanced cybernetic
augmentations or playing Starfinder’s newest class:
the nanocyte, whose body hosts an army of robotic
nanites that obey her commands! Scheduled to ship
in August 2021.
PZO 7117	���������������������������������������������� $39.99
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POKÉMON USA

GAMES

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD - CHILLING REIGN BOOSTER
DISPLAY (36)

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD & SHIELD CHILLING REIGN MINI
PORTFOLIO DISPLAY (12)

Seize the advantage with Pokémon of the
frozen lands, with the powerful Ice Rider
Calyrex VMAX and Shadow Rider Calyrex
VMAX plus the Galarian forms of Articuno,
Zapdos, and Moltres! Phantom hauntings,
howling blizzards, and wild battlesexpand
the realms of your Pokémon strategy with
new powers and new possibilities. Press on
despite ghostly opposition and claim total
victory in the land of spectral snow with the
Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield - Chilling
Reign expansion! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
PUI 17780846........................................PI

Store up to 60 of your latest and greatest Pokémon
cards in this mini portfolio. Each portfolio comes
with a booster pack from the new Pokémon TCG:
Sword & Shield - Chilling Reign expansion, so you
can start filling it up right away! NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
PUI 17780859	�������������������������������������������������� PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD & SHIELD CHILLING REIGN BUILD & BATTLE
BOX (DISPLAY 10)
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Includes a 23-card Evolution pack featuring
key cards from current and prior sets including
1 of 4 alternate-art promo cards, 4 Pokémon
TCG: Sword & Shield - Chilling Reign booster
packs, and a deck-building tip sheet. NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 17780860	����������������������������������������� PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD - CHILLING REIGN
SLEEVED BOOSTER CASE (144)

Seize the advantage with Pokémon
of the frozen lands, with the powerful
Ice Rider Calyrex VMAX and Shadow
Rider Calyrex VMAX plus the Galarian
forms of Articuno, Zapdos, and
Moltres! Phantom hauntings, howling
blizzards, and wild battles expand the
realms of your Pokémon strategy with
new powers and new possibilities.
Press on despite ghostly opposition
and claim total victory in the land
of spectral snow with the Pokémon
TCG: Sword & Shield - Chilling Reign
expansion! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
PUI 17780847................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD - CHILLING REIGN
THREE-BOOSTER BLISTER

Seize the advantage with Pokémon
of the frozen lands, with the powerful
Ice Rider Calyrex VMAX and Shadow
Rider Calyrex VMAX plus the Galarian
forms of Articuno, Zapdos, and
Moltres! Phantom hauntings, howling
blizzards, and wild battles expand the
realms of your Pokémon strategy with
new powers and new possibilities. Press
on despite ghostly opposition and claim
total victory in the land of spectral snow
with the Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield
- Chilling Reign expansion!
PUI 17780850................................ PI

Q-WORKSHOP

DICE BAG: THE WITCHER
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD - CHILLING REIGN
CHECKLANE BLISTER
CARTON (16)

Seize the advantage with Pokémon
of the frozen lands, with the powerful
Ice Rider Calyrex VMAX and Shadow
Rider Calyrex VMAX plus the Galarian
forms of Articuno, Zapdos, and
Moltres! Phantom hauntings, howling
blizzards, and wild battlesexpand the
realms of your Pokémon strategy with
new powers and new possibilities.
Press on despite ghostly opposition
and claim total victory in the land
of spectral snow with the Pokémon
TCG: Sword & Shield - Chilling Reign
expansion! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
PUI 17780851................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD - CHILLING REIGN
ELITE TRAINER BOX

Contains 8 Pokémon TCG: Sword &
Shield - Chilling Reign booster packs,
65 card sleeves featuring Ice Rider
Calyrex or Shadow Rider Calyrex, 45
Pokémon TCG Energy cards, a players
guide to the Sword & Shield - Chilling
Reign expansion, a Pokémon TCG
rulebook, a 6 damage-counter dice, a
competition-legal coin-flip die, 2 acrylic
condition markers, a collectors box to
hold everything, with 4 dividers to keep
it organized, and a code card for the
Pokémon Trading Card Game Online.
PUI 17780863................................ PI

DANDELION, THE STARS
ABOVE THE PATH

GERALT, SCHOOL OF THE WOLF

QWS BWGE161.........................$15.00

QWS BWDA162.........................$15.00

YENNEFER, THE LAST WISH

QWS BWYE163.......................................................$15.00

JAPANESE DICE SET (7)

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.

QWS SKAN3Z..... $17.00

CHERRY BLOSSOMS
PETALS

DEEP NIGHT FIREFLY

QWS SKAN4A..... $17.00

QWS SKAN3Y..... $17.00

RATHER DASHING GAMES
OFFERED AGAIN

GAMES

BLUE STAR LOTUS

O/A CAPTURED MOMENTS –
A DOWNTON ABBEY GAME

REDSHIFT GAMES
TACOPOCALYPSE

Across the barren and radioactive landscape of a post nuclear world a plume of dust and
a silvery glint arises on the horizon. Hope is not lost in this desolate desert of street food,
for lo, the last surviving taco truck has arrived providing crunchy or soft shelled relief in
this desperate hour of the Tacopocalypse!
RDS 1040	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $11.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A UNICORN STEW

THE KING IS HUNGRY! The problem is,
he’s not sure what he wants. In fact, he’s
never sure what he wants. The best he
can ever do is let the local chefs know
that today he`s feeling kind of “groumet
and Ogreish...” or “something quick and
Dragony” Unicorn Stew is a fast game of
gastronomical creations. Match the King’s
fickle needs the best while sabotaging your
opponents in this game of macabre menu
trick taking!
RDS 1020...................................$11.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Captured Moments is a light yet accessible
card game set against the rich backdrop of the
Downton Abbey motion picture. Catering to
those who both watch Downton and play card
games, Captured Moments is very competitive
while remaining conversational and light
hearted with just enough player interaction and
`take that` mechanics to remain fully engaging
game after game!
RDG DACM......................................... $29.99

O/A KITTENS IN A BLENDER
DELUXE EDITION

Kittens in a Blender returns better
than ever with even more unthinkable
consequences. This Deluxe Edition
packages the game in a swanky kitten
resistant tin box and includes the 5-6
player expansion More Kittens in a
Blender adding flavors, double kitten
cards and some new suPURRpowers!
(Sorry, couldn’t resist.)
RDS 1003...................................$19.99
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ROCK MANOR GAMES

SKYBOUND ENTERTAINMENT

KIM JOY’S MAGIC BAKERY

LAWYER UP

Lawyer Up is an asymmetrical two-player courtroom drama card game where one player
is the noble prosecution and the other the steadfast defense. Each game begins with
Discovery, where players draft vital evidence to support their case and bury evidence that
might help their opponent. Next comes the Trial, where players call witnesses and play
powerful arguments along with the evidence they drafted into their examinations. To form a
coherent line of questioning, players will need to chain together their cards by matching bias
symbols. The player who can best examine the Witness will spend Influence to sway the Jury
to their side. Every game is different, but the lawyer with the best case and most convincing
arguments will be sure to get the verdict they are after! Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
RMA 040	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $39.95

GAMES

Your favorite British Baker, Kim-Joy, has moved to
a magical forest and opened up a small bakery.
Now she needs your help to keep customers
happy. From sly foxes to needy cats, gossipy
ducks to clumsy dinosaurs, you’re about to have
your hands full keeping this bakery running
smoothly! Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
SKY 4310.............................................$20.00

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

Since 1920, the Bureau of Prohibition has
tried to curtail the rampant prostitution,
gambling,
bootlegging
and
liquor
consumption in AC which all goes
unenforced by local police. The Bureau’s
investigation has led to a slew of recent
arrests and the evidence continues to pile
up against Carmine and his racketeering
enterprise. With 22 Witness cards, 6
Strategies, a 54 case deck, and a 24 card
Dossier, The Godfather case challenges
the Prosecution to prove that Carmine
Monacelli’s is racketeering in prohibition era
Atlantic City. Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
RMA 041....................................$15.00

LAWYER UP: WITCH TRIAL

Between February 1692 and May 1693
more than two hundred people were
accused of being witches in colonial
Massachusetts. This case takes a look at this
infamous time in America’s history, where
mass hysteria is taking hold of the judicial
system. The Witch Trial does away with the
jury and is instead lead by an angry mob
who is ready to hang anybody they believe
is a witch. The goal of the Prosecution is to
hang 3 witnesses as witches before they run
out of cards. The defense is scrambling to
keep the mob under control and prevent a
full blown witch hunt! Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
RMA 042....................................$15.00

HEX BASES

From Dungeon Fantasy and The Fantasy
Trip to Munchkin Quest and Wiz-War no
matter what your RPG or boardgame of
choice may be, these hex bases will hold
your characters and game pieces securely
in place. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
SJG 4954......................................$8.95

21 Dice Games That Are... A Little
Different! Fast-playing dice games for
groups of all sizes, ages, and gaming
experience. All youll need to add is paper
and a pencil for keeping score. Grab
some friends, pick a page, and get rolling!
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
SJG 3013....................................$19.95

STONEMAIER GAMES

MERCHANTS OF MAGICK:
A SET A WATCH TALE

Merchants of Magick is a crunchy roll-and-write
set in the Set a Watch world. In Merchants of
Magick, you are the owner of a magic item shoppe,
crafting items and researching spells to sell to the
Adventurers of the Watch. Each round 4 polyhedral
dice are rolled and you select 2 of them to craft
items or research enchantments for your shoppe.
As you craft items and research spells, you’ll
start stocking items and earn potions that let you
manipulate the dice. Adventurers are traveling from
shoppe to shoppe so you need to stock the exact
items on the order cards in front of you. Scheduled
to ship in August 2021.
RMA 120.................................................$29.95

RANDOM FUN GENERATOR

WINGSPAN: SPECKLED EGGS

These 100 speckled eggs (10 egg tokens
in 10 different color combinations)
showcase some of the beautiful eggs
created by birds of the world. They are
are the same size, texture, and material
as other Wingspan eggs.
STM 904.....................................$20.00
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GAMES

STRONGHOLD GAMES

THE CREW: MISSION DEEP SEA

CAPTAINS OF THE GULF

Captains of the Gulf is a thematic
action selection game, full of flavor. In
the game, 2-4 players each operate
a fishing boat in the Gulf of Mexico,
hoping to make the largest profit over
eight game turns. The players try to
upgrade their fishing boat, add crew
members, then move out to fish crabs,
oysters, and shrimp, after which they
need to deliver them to ports. Cards
are multi-purpose; they are added to
a players mat on top (licenses), at the
left side (crew), or at the right side (boat
upgrade). Moreover, when you fish you
need to play them out of your hand.
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
SHG COTG02....................... $69.99

THE DRAGON AND FLAGON: THE
BREW THAT IS TRUE EXPANSION

Dragon and Flagon is a chaotic, fantasy
tavern brawl where adventurers of all
kinds battle their way to glory in the bar
fight to end all bar fights. Each character
has their own set of abilities that they
can program into their action queue to
help them come out of the battle with a
glowing reputation. The Brew That is True
expansion includes three new additions
to the game - nine new characters with
unique capabilities, magical potions with
a variety of wild and unpredictable effects,
and bookshelves that can be sent toppling
and change the layout of the bar entirely!
All the components of this expansion can
be mixed and matched as desired with
everything from the original Dragon and
Flagon! Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
SHG DFE1...................................$39.99

FANGS

What team is the player sitting next
to me on? Are they a blood-sucking
vampire? A ferocious werewolf? Or
just a hapless chump trying not to
get bitten? And what team do they
think Im on?! In Fangs, its werewolves
v. vampires v. humans. This thrilling
social deduction party game challenges
players to determine which one of these
three secret roles each other player has
assumed. Since you dont know who
you can trust when the game begins,
you must attempt to conceal your role
from the other players while working to
identify your allies and your enemies.
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
TAK 680046.......................... $19.95

In this highly-anticipated followup to the
original cooperative card game winner
of the 2020 Kennerspiel des Jahres
players work together to search for the lost
continent of Mu. This new adventure takes
your crew deep down into the abyss on
a search for the fabled sunken land. How
far you get depends entirely on how well
you work together as a team. Card by
card, trick by trick, your search party will
discover the challenges that lie ahead and
forge a path to Mu. This new version of The
Crew has the same innovative cooperative
trick-taking mechanic as the highly lauded
original game but with some exciting new
surprises! Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
TAK 691869................................$14.95

UBONGO: THE BRAIN GAME TO GO

In this fast-paced, addictive, and easy-to-learn puzzle game,
you race the clock to fit a set of interlocking tiles perfectly
into a specific area. Based on the original hit board game
Ubongo, this compact version features 15 colorful plastic
tiles, 20 puzzle cards with over 200 puzzles, and a plastic
game board that doubles as a durable travel case. Slide in
a puzzle card and give your brain a workout! The puzzles
get progressively more challenging as you go. Pass the
game around to challenge your family and friends. Who
is the master layout artist and who is spatially challenged?
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
TAK 696187	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.95

CLEVER CUBED

A follow up game to the smash hit That’s Pretty
Clever! Clever Cubed comes with all new
challenges, all new decisions, and all new
twists that will have to be navigated in order
to maximize your score! In this installment,
timing is everything. Even the order in which
you take your dice can change your results!
So stay sharp, choose your dice carefully, and
prove to everyone just how clever you are!
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
SHG SSCC1................................$19.95

ISLANDS IN THE MIST

Travel in your hot air balloon and discover
the terrain below. Make use of the local
winds skillfully to save the precious energy
you need to speed up or slow down. Travel
against the wind when you must to attain
the end you have in view. Scheduled to
ship in May 2021.
SHG SLM01................................$49.99

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: CLASS FOLIOS
WITH STICKERS
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.

THAMES & KOSMOS
ADVENTURE GAMES:
THE GRAND HOTEL ABADDON

It’s been a long year, and youve been looking
forward to a nice, relaxing vacation at the Grand
Hotel Abaddon. But what started out as a quiet
retreat has become something else entirely. Strange
things have been happening all around you. Could
ghosts be behind these mysterious incidents, as the
other guests and hotel staff seem to believe, or is
there a more rational explanation? The Grand Hotel
Abaddon is a cooperative adventure game, played
JUN over three chapters. During the game, the choices
2021
you make determine what happens next. Explore the
hotel, question guests, investigate rooms, and wander
24
hidden passageways. Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
TAK 695134.............................................$19.95
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MAGIC THE GATHERING
CCG: MYSTICAL
ARCHIVE PLAYMATS
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.

ABUNDANT HARVEST
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POKÉMON TCG: GALLERY
SERIES SEASIDE
SIGN IN BLOOD
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TENDRILS OF AGONY

Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
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The shards have awoken... You are a Shard
Master and time is running short. Monsters
called the Ingeminex slaughter your people,
foreign armies gather at your borders, and
every night you can hear your shard whispering
in your dreams. ‘The last war is here,’ it says.
‘I offer you the power to crush your enemies,
to gather all the shards, and rule the world.
Will you take it, or will you be destroyed?’ Into
the Horizon is an expansion to the critically
acclaimed Shards of Infinity Deckbuilding
Game. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
UPE 10169.................................................. PI

Get ready for his surprises! Speedy
Doc leads the game and decides what’s
next. Find something that matches the
topic. No time to lose - only the quickest
will remain. 500 topics for unlimited
fun. Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
UPE 10286...................................... PI

UPPER DECK ENTERTAINMENT

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL THE CIVIL WAR BATTLES (1 OF 3)

Welcome to our new Giant-Sized Starter! The Civil
War Battles is the first issue of the 3-part Civil War
story arc. A conflict has been brewing between Iron
Man and Captain America for their stances on the
Superhero Registration Act. As it begins to bubble
over it will turn the entire world into a battleground
for the world’s most powerful superheroes! Friend
against friend and brother against brother, which
side will you choose? Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
UDC 95326....................................................... PI
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SPEEDY DOC

GAMES

SHARDS OF INFINITY: INTO THE
HORIZON EXPANSION

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL SECRET AVENGERS (2 OF 3)

Secret Avengers is the second issue of the
Civil War story arc. The Secret Avengers are
on the front lines to bolster Captain America’s
resistance force. Join Cap in assembling a covert
and powerful squad of superheroes loyal to the
cause to counter the grave threats to superhero
liberty! Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
UDC 95328..................................................PI
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WARLORD GAMES
VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL THUNDERBOLTS (3 OF 3)

VICTORY AT SEA

In this final installment to the Civil War story arc,
hero on hero conflict reaches a fevered pitch as
Iron Man forges new and questionable alliances
with reformed super villains. This unbelievably
powerful Thunderbolts team will lead the charge in
hunting down and capturing the renegade heroes.
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
UDC 95330........................................................ PI

Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

HMS ARK ROYAL

GAMES

WLG 742412010................................ PI

USAOPOLY
ROYAL NAVY AIRCRAFT

WLG 742412024................................ PI

CODED CHRONICLES: THE
GOONIES - ESCAPE WITH ONEEYED WILLY’S RICH STUFF

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
USO ER010718................................... PI

MONOPOLY: SCHITT’S CREEK

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
USO MN146748................................. PI

PUZZLE: CRITICAL ROLE #2
1000PCS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
USO PZ139673................................... PI

DICE SET: D6 GAME OF THRONES
PREMIUM (6)

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
USO AC104375.................................. PI

MONOPOLY: QUEEN
(SQUARE BOX)

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
USO HB145745.................................. PI

TIRPITZ

WLG 742411011................................ PI

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
USO PZ073693................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
USO TR051383................................... PI

MOUNTAINS OUT OF MOLEHILLS

WLG 742411033................................ PI

PUZZLE: QUEEN 1000PCS

TRIVIA BID TO WIN:
JURASSIC PARK

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
USO MN073693................................. PI

KRIEGSMARINE AIRCRAFT

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG:
ADVENTURES IN THE FORGOTTEN REALMS

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BUNDLE WOC C87480000................................................................PI
COLLECTOR BOOSTER (12) WOC C87500000	������������������������������������PI
DRAFT BOOSTER (36) WOC C87460000	��������������������������������������������PI
SET BOOSTER (30) WOC C87550000.................................................PI
THEME BOOSTER (12) WOC C87540000	�������������������������������������������PI

TRIVIAL PURSUIT: IT’S ALWAYS
SUNNY IN PHILADELPHIA

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
USO TP006688................................... PI

VANGUARD PRODUCTIONS
FANTASTIC PAINTINGS
OF FRAZETTA HARDCOVER
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Landmark new collection from world’s greatest
fantasy artist, cited by the New York Times, Forbes,
Los Angeles Times Inspired generations including
Conan films, John Carter of Mars, Lord of the
Rings, Dusk Till Dawn, Game of Thrones, and
Star Wars. This large coffee-table book features
classic and rare art. See the revolutionary art that
inspired Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jason Momoa,
the Lord of the Rings and Game of Thrones:
Frazetta! Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
DIA STL150031............................................. PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: MODERN HORIZONS 2

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BUNDLE WOC C97560000................................................................PI
COLLECTOR BOOSTER (12) WOC C78540000.....................................PI
DRAFT BOOSTER (36) WOC C78530000.............................................PI
SET BOOSTER (30) WOC C97540000.................................................PI

WIZKIDS/NECA
BEQUEST

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:
ICONS OF THE REALMS

GAMES

I, Dr. Schism, being of sinister mind and
not-bad body, leave one bequest to my
underlings. The gift of petty conflict! Bequest
is a super-genius mix of drafting, set
collection, and I Cut-You Choose mechanics,
requiring players to use every ounce of their
wits to outmaneuver their opponents, and
come away with the largest share of Dr.
Schism’s estate! Each round, every player
gets a hand of five cards that they’ll need to
split with their neighbor, representing some
of Dr. Schism’s assets. It could be Treasure,
Gadgets, the deeds to Hideouts, or even
Evidence of his misdeeds! You’ll decide how
to split the 5 cards, but split them wisely, as
your neighbor will choose who gets which
pile! Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
WZK 87547	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.99

Scheduled to ship in July 2021.

ADULT GREEN DRAGON
PREMIUM FIGURE

GARGANTUAN TIAMAT

At over 14 inches tall, and with a wingspan over 28 inches long, Tiamat is sure to be
the centerpiece of your hoard of miniatures.Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
WZK 96105	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$242.00
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The D&D Icons of the Realms: Adult Green
Dragon Premium Figure is an excellent
addition to your miniatures collection or
display shelf. Sculpted with highly detailed
features and using premium paints, this green
dragon is a great foe for any adventure!
The most cunning and treacherous of true
dragons, green dragons use misdirection and
trickery to get the upper hand against their
enemies. Nasty tempered and thoroughly
evil, they take special pleasure in subverting
and corrupting the good-hearted. In the
ancient forests they roam, green dragons
demonstrate an aggression that is often less
about territory than it is about gaining power
and wealth with as little effort as possible.
WZK 96055	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$69.99

FREE RADICALS

In Free Radicals, players take control
of one of the ten fully asymmetrical
factions that make up the interconnected
community of Sphere City, a thriving
community built underneath The Sphere.
The Sphere has inspired and powered an
evolutionary leap in human technology
and as their research is about to come
to fruition, the factions are competing for
influence and knowledge, each hoping to
lead society into its next stage. Scheduled
to ship in August 2021.
WZK 87525................................$59.99
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